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In the Saturday meeting we have discussed the concept and content of the project and 
made our mind understand certainly same thing from the project. We have shared the to do 
items for the report.  We have met  on Saturday,  Monday,  Wednesday and Friday.  In  each 
meeting we have combined what we have found separately. In next week, we will give a start 
to initial design report studies.  

Yağız Kargın

In the meeting, I have made my friends a small presentation which explains JSP. I 
have studied again JSP this week. I have read many articles from the Sun JSP site. Then using 
the articles and papers I have written a literature survey about JSP. I have learned and written 
the differences between JSP and the other  server  side scripting languages.  I  have done a 
questionnaire for the user survey and written the user survey part of the report. In the last two 
days I have drawn entity relationship diagram with Serhat. 

Caner Kavakoğlu 

This week I have done Marketing Research and Jabber (XMPP) literature survey for 
the Requirement Analysis Report. I also make scheduling for the project and draw a “Gantt 
Chart”. With the schedule in our hands we will proceed easily. Marketing research show how 
our project will be useful and what we need to do for users’ expectations. I also helped to 
draw DFD for the Requirement Analysis Report. Report’s introduction and conclusion parts 
were also my duty to write with my friends help.

A.Kutlu Şahin

This week I have completed studying the concepts of Ajax, JavaScript and XML and 
prepared the literature survey part of the requirement analysis report. Then I participated in 
writing the use cases and usage scenario parts of the requirement analysis report. I have also 
helped for the DFD and risk management part.  

Serhat Alyurt

This week,  I  introduced my friends about  UML. Also,  I  constructed the Use-Case 
diagrams and explained them with Kutlu. Additionally Kutlu and I wrote usage scenario. I 
helped  for  Data  Flow Diagrams and  risk  management  parts  of  the  requirements  analysis 
report. In the last two days I have drawn entity relationship diagram with Yağız.
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